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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Nevele Resort, Casino & Spa (“Nevele”) is determining how to support the work/life needs of its

community, while increasing recruitment and retention of valuable employees. A dependable, 

high-quality Nevele sponsored child development center will solve needs for both the casino and 

its families—it will attract and retain talent and provide parents with the knowledge that their 

children are well cared for, allowing them to be fully present and engaged at work. 

Bright Horizons is able to help Nevele design, develop, and operate an innovative child care 

program that supports the well-being of the organization’s community and is in alignment with 

accreditation standards set by the National Association for the Education of Young Children 

(NAEYC). We will collaborate with Nevele in the ongoing decision-making for the center, 

maintain communication on the center’s operation and progress, market the program to 

employees, establish strong working partnerships with parents, and encourage active parent 

participation. The center will offer a warm, culturally inclusive, safe environment for children 

with stimulating, developmentally appropriate, and happy learning experiences.  

Forged through 28 years of experience partnering with elite clientele, Bright Horizons’ risk 

management and quality control measures, rigorous health and safety standards, and culture of 

accountability helps us establish and meet high standards in every aspect of our programs. We 

offer the most comprehensive liability insurance coverage in the industry, which combined with 

our risk management systems and quality control measures, represent a critical measure of 

insulation from liability exposure for our clients. 

Our annual surveys confirm that our clients choose to partner with Bright Horizons because of 

the quality of our programs and service level, the respect that we demonstrate in our 

partnerships, and the vision that we bring to our commitments. The ongoing, direct involvement 

by Bright Horizons’ senior leadership, our operating experience, and our strong nearby support 

network through our 45 centers in New York provides an unmatched level of experience to 

Nevele and its families. Nevele will benefit from the expertise of an experienced and strong 

management team that understands the culture and the needs of Nevele families.  

Nevele’s selection of Bright Horizons will provide the following benefits: 

 Provide Nevele with customized IT systems to create a detailed and accurate projection

of the center’s operating and administrative costs. Our proprietary BrightStar system will

enable the center administrative team to effectively manage accounting and administrative

procedures and provide just-in-time data toward creation of improved policies and

procedures related to employee scheduling and labor management, children’s enrollment and

attendance and waitlist management.

 Bring dedicated resources and local support to the center that will drive desired results.

No other provider of employer-sponsored or community-based child care can match the

depth of center support resources of Bright Horizons. If selected to develop and operate a

Nevele-sponsored child care center, the center staff will be dedicated exclusively to the care

and management of the center and its children, while administrative support will be provided

through our center support services. These support services include education and training,

health and wellness expertise, legal guidance, communications systems, information
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technology, finance, human resources, marketing, payroll and benefits administration, 

National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) accreditation support, 

and risk management. In addition, it will be joined by a local support of Bright Horizons-

managed sister centers in New York.  

 Provide staff with competitive wages and the most comprehensive yet affordable

benefits package in the industry. Bright Horizons believes that teachers play an important

role in the development of children, and as such, are treated as professionals. We do this by

paying a competitive wage and providing a benefits package unmatched in the child care

industry—in terms of breadth of offerings and affordability, and on the basis of employee

participation. Center employees who work a minimum of 30 hours per week are able to

participate in the full benefits package, and many benefits are available for employees who

work 20 or more hours per week. Currently, 70% of Bright Horizons employees participate

in the Company’s benefits offerings.

 Offer training and career advancement opportunities to center staff. Bright Horizons

offers teachers and staff a full complement of training resources lead by our dedicated

education and training department, and true career advancement opportunities. Our staff

training programs go above and beyond requirements mandated by state licensing. Each year

our staff must have a minimum of 20 hours of documented training, and in addition to

developmentally appropriate practices, Bright Horizons brings unique training

opportunities—Bright Horizons University (BHU), our online repository with more than 200

hours’ worth of training, tuition reimbursement, and Bright Horizons’ electronic child

development associate credential (eCDA) which has produced more than 1,700 graduates to

date. Additionally, we are dedicated to encouraging the growth of our employees. Through

our succession program, more than 1,300 employees were promoted in 2013 alone.

 Provide an intense focus on safety from the unique viewpoint of a child. Children’s

safety is our first priority—it always has been and it always will be. Our approach to risk

management begins with the high ethical standards for which we are known and our

relentless commitment to honest assessments of our strengths and opportunities for

improvement. We take many steps to protect children, the first of which is establishing a

culture of shared responsibility and accountability.

 Ensure adherence to state licensing standards through extensive experience with our 45

centers in New York. Our open classrooms, low staff-to-child ratios, and intense focus on

safety, along with our comprehensive risk management and quality assurance programs,

ensure our centers comply with all licensing and regulatory agencies. Bright Horizons is

highly experienced in the licensing process and has established relationships with licensing in

New York. Should we be chosen as the organization’s child care partner, we will use this

experience to manage the licensing process and maintain (or exceed) licensing and any other

agreed-upon quality assurance standards throughout the life of our contract.

 Lower Nevele’s liability risk through indemnification of operational liability, which

Bright Horizons will assume. Bright Horizons provides full indemnification and

unparalleled liability protection for child care operations that includes a full spectrum of

insurance coverage.
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 Bright Horizons is an award-winning organization. Bright Horizons has been recognized

by a number of organizations for our commitment to quality. These milestones speak to the

way we conduct our business, realizing that the most important traits of a successful

company come from within the organization: namely, our employees and the work we do

within our communities to remain socially aware, appreciative, and responsible. In 2014, we

were named to FORTUNE magazine’s “100 Best Places to Work” list, the 15
th

 time our

employees helped us recognize this distinction; and awarded the Alliance for Work-Life

Progress’ Seal of Distinction for the fourth year. In addition, we were named to the

“Companies That Care” Honor Roll for our sixth consecutive year, and our UK division was

recognized on the Investor in Diversity list in 2012.

 We focus on creating inclusive work and learning environments. Bright Horizons

teachers move beyond teaching awareness of other cultures to providing experiences that

help children understand the ideas and issues presented by diversity at their classroom’s

individual developmental level. Our program recognizes and values the rich cultural heritage

that people bring to each center we manage. In addition, Bright Horizons believes that a great

place to work is created by cultivating a diverse, inclusive community and a culture that

values and includes each individual while celebrating our differences. We make inclusion a

priority not just because it is the right thing to do; we do this because it betters us as an

organization, helps us gain a firmer grasp on the issues facing our clients, communities, and

families we serve, and fosters a welcoming environment that further solidifies Bright

Horizons as a great place to work..

We look forward to playing an important and influential role in the lives of the children and 

families of Nevele. We are confident that our proposal, our reputation, and our commitment to 

quality learning for all children positions us as the best partner for Nevele Resort, Casino & Spa.
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NEW CENTER DEVELOPMENT 

The design of a new child care facility presents a myriad of wonderful opportunities for Nevele 

to demonstrate its commitment to employees, while also serving as a model for excellence. 

Bright Horizons would be delighted to have the opportunity to partner with Nevele to bring the 

best practices, philosophies, and concepts of our organizations to fruition in the design, 

development, and ongoing management of the new center.  

Child care facility design is a highly specialized process with local codes, regulations, and 

standards that are complex, overlapping, and often appear to be in conflict with each other. 

Developmentally appropriate spaces and facility elements need to be specially designed for each 

age group and activity, and every design decision must be viewed within the context of stringent 

safety, security, and liability standards; along with operational effectiveness. Bright Horizons 

approach to center design is one that is genuinely focused on the developmental needs of 

children, supporting working parents, and helping our clients realize their organizational and 

operational goals. Our design approach is governed by the best developmental interests of 

children, the needs of teachers and caregivers, the sensitivities of parents, and the aesthetic 

requirements and physical circumstances of our clients.  

Bright Horizons views child development centers as complex places: institutions of caring and 

learning that house children and adults for an enormous amount of time. We know that planning, 

designing, and creating facilities that “work” for all children, families, and teachers requires 

attention to a daunting number of conceptual, aesthetic, and functional factors. Our design 

philosophies are based on guidelines set by the National Association for the Education of Young 

Children (NAEYC), and the ongoing research of our education department. Our constant 

collaboration with experts in the field keeps us on the “cutting edge” of child care design.  

Bright Horizons has extensive experience collaborating with employers and their selected 

architects and construction managers to create more than 400 high quality early education 

environments across the U.S. All of these projects have enabled us to accumulate a 

comprehensive library of best practices that foster children’s development and meet (or surpass) 

industry standards. 

Bright Horizons’ varied experiences in collaborative enterprises, and the early childhood 

expertise we bring to each project we undertake, have resulted in our unique ability to balance: 

 The need to create high-quality spaces for children and early childhood educators

 The architectural/construction concerns that architects and builders bring to the process

 The budget restraints of our clients

In this way, we are able to help broker the agendas of each party to produce an attractive, cost-

effective setting that works well for children, parents, and teachers. As with our approach to 

customized services, our center construction and development processes are characterized by 

maximum flexibility with processes that are tailored to meet each client’s individual needs and 

circumstances.  
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CENTER SUPPORT 

In community-based child care centers, center directors are often cast in a role as a “small 

business owner,” responsible for managing all administrative overhead functions, from 

developing marketing plans, to bookkeeping, to driving the center van—a burden that distracts 

them from focusing on mentoring teachers, caring for children, and developing supportive 

relationships with parents. 

Bright Horizons’ infrastructure ensures 

consistently high-quality programs, excellent 

client service, and cost effective operations. Our 

organizational structure is directly tied to our 

genuine belief that our center teachers and 

administrators truly represent the heart and soul 

of our company and the quality for which we are 

known. As such, our infrastructure (our “center 

support structure”) has been carefully and 

strategically developed to provide our center 

employees with the highest level of support 

possible. We believe that the more we invest in 

and support our center employees, the better our 

programs will be, and the greater our success will 

be in providing the highest quality early education 

to children in our care; peace of mind to parents; 

and smooth partnerships with our employer-

sponsors. 

Bright Horizons has assembled a team of 

professionals with advanced resources to ensure 

that we manage and operate our child care centers at maximum efficiency and with the highest 

quality possible. Our center support services include NAEYC accreditation support, education 

and training, health and wellness experts, legal guidance, communications systems, finance, 

human resources, marketing department, payroll and benefits administration, and risk 

management—services that ensure consistently uniform, high-quality programs, excellent client 

service, and cost efficient operations. The following chart illustrates our organizational plan for 

the Nevele Resort, Casino & Spa child care center and the depth and breadth of support services

the center will receive under Bright Horizons’ management. 

Bright Horizons’ organizational approach 

accomplishes the following key objectives: 

 Promotes greater business 

effectiveness, collaboration, and 

business line integration 

 Provides greater accountability 

throughout our company 

 Delivers a comprehensive network of

support and oversight to center staff

 Allows us to monitor and control

business processes

 Facilitates the development of

working relationships among

employees and shared goals

 Enables the development of

responsive services that address our

clients’ business objectives and

families’ needs
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Figure 3: Ongoing center support services provide the expertise and resources to ensure that the child care center 

operates at maximum efficiency and with the highest quality possible. 

Details of our center support services are as follows: 

 Quality assurance assessments provided by home office and operations support personnel

 An extensive virtual resource library of program, curriculum, and parent education materials

 A comprehensive library of written policies and procedures available on our company

Intranet to promote clarity, self-resolution, and consistency across all Bright Horizons-

managed centers

 Training specialists to assist with development and implementation of center-based training

programs, which enhances the uniformity of quality

 Consultation with professionals having expertise in child nutrition, meal planning, children’s

health and safety practices, and medical issues

 Legal guidance to support resolution of center issues, i.e., termination of children’s

enrollment, evaluation referrals for children, etc.

 Peer directors to serve as mentors to new directors during the start-up phase and in ongoing

operations to ensure consistency

Center Director 

and Staff 
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 Reliable communications systems to promote the effective flow of information throughout

Bright Horizons worldwide, while keeping the dialogue responsive and personal

 A client relations team focused on supporting the needs and goals of our clients and their

workforces, while enhancing our valued partnerships

 A highly respected education department, which develops, articulates, and promotes our

family center concept, and our curriculum

 Collaborative training programs, vehicles, and resources including our

Education at Bright Horizons website, the Bright Horizons University

(BHU), computer-based training, “learning bursts,” workshops,

webinars, annual leadership conferences, and continuing education

programs; all of these programs have been designed to support our

mission, HEART Principles, while also ensuring the consistent delivery

of high quality programs

 A facilities department that assists directors with maintenance and safety issues to ensure the

soundness of centers’ buildings and grounds

 Our finance department, which provides quantitative analyses to ensure each program's fiscal

soundness, and makes available to our clients timely information for planning purposes

 A dynamic human resources department that is primarily responsible for supporting the

development of people practices enabling Bright Horizons to continue our growth and to

differentiate us from our competitors

 Our creative parent marketing department, which provides professional marketing materials,

data analyses, and planning expertise to maximize center enrollment levels

 Payroll and benefits administration systems to reduce the amount of administrative time

required by center directors, and freeing their time for attending to families

 A dedicated risk management team, which is committed to ensuring sound operating

practices that minimize injuries and accidents

 Administrative oversight and maintenance of home office support systems in Watertown,

Massachusetts supported by regional offices to facilitate uniformity of quality and improve

operating efficiencies

 Maintenance of regional field offices for readily available local resources and support

personnel

 An experienced information technology department providing assistance with all computer-

related issues and support for the organization’s technology needs

 A systematic, disciplined approach to evaluating and improving the effectiveness of risk

management, governance, and financial reporting processes made possible through our

compliance and internal control department

 An accounts payable department to ensure timely processing and payment of invoices, check

requests, and expense reimbursements

 A central buying platform for greater purchasing efficiencies and supplier diversity made

possible through our supply management department

http://www.brighthorizons.com/education/
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 A business operations department to provide the structure, tools, and communication systems

that support Bright Horizons’ mission and operational objectives

 An experienced consulting team that analyzes clients’ ongoing work/life and dependent care

needs, identifies trends and opportunities, measures the impact of our services, and functions

as a resource to clients’ positioning as an employer of choice

 Links to alternative or new program models through national contacts, other Bright Horizons

centers, and Bright Horizons representation on national early childhood boards

 Community service coordination, support, and recognition through our community services

department, the Bright Horizons Foundation for Children, and other programs

By removing these from the daily responsibilities of our child care center staff, they are better 

able to focus on their most important responsibility—supporting the needs of our children, 

families, and clients. We believe that the more we invest in and support our center employees, 

the better our programs are, and the greater our success will be in providing the highest quality 

early education to children in our care; peace of mind to parents; and smooth partnerships with 

our employer-sponsors. 
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BRIGHT HORIZONS’ CURRICULUM 

Bright Horizons’ curriculum, The World at Their Fingertips, is a comprehensive, integrated, and 

innovative approach to learning that provides a framework for excellence in early care and 

education, while meeting the individual needs of each child and family enrolled in our centers. 

We create developmentally appropriate environments for each child to learn what the world is 

like, how it works, and what he or she is capable of achieving. We help children approach school 

and academics with skill, confidence, and a drive for excellence.  

The World incorporates the most effective elements from leading childhood researchers and 

practitioners, including Montessori, Piaget, Erikson, Gardner, and others. The program 

continuously evolves, reflecting new research in the field and our close association with the 

NAEYC. Equally important, our curriculum includes children’s interests and abilities and the 

cultures of families enrolled in our centers. 

Equipped with knowledge gleaned from our comprehensive training programs and extensive 

library of resources, Bright Horizons’ teachers guide children’s experiences through projects, 

activities, and learning opportunities that correspond with children’s developmental abilities and 

their expressed interests. In this way, our curriculum emerges from the children. The World 

includes the following key learning elements: 

 Language Works integrates activities for listening, speaking, reading, and writing in

a language-rich environment cultivating a lifelong love of language, books, and

reading.

 Math Counts gives children mathematical experiences with one-to-one

correspondence, counting, sorting, patterning, and problem solving to establish a

solid foundation in mathematical reasoning.

 Science Rocks stimulates a child’s sense of wonder, and makes science come alive

by encouraging children to question, experiment, observe, record, describe, and

form conclusions. An extension of this element is Garden Works; this curriculum

sub-component builds on the natural bond we have with nature and the great

outdoors, and is just one of the ways we help children learn about and care for our

planet.

 Our World acknowledges and values the rich cultural heritage of families and

provides a wide range of experiences for children to learn respect for our world, its

diverse people, and the environment.

 Art Smart helps children develop an interest and appreciation of art, music, theater,

and dance, encouraging them to uncover their talents and express themselves

artistically.

 Well Aware fosters positive attitudes towards healthy living, physical activity, and

nutrition through appropriate experiences that incorporate healthful habits into

daily routines. An extension of this element is Movement Matters; this curriculum

sub-component enables children to gain an understanding and awareness of how

their bodies work, what their bodies need, and how to protect them.
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Bright Horizons’ approach to early care and education challenges and supports all areas of 

children’s development, with a heightened emphasis on individualizing their care and 

learning in the context of their unique families and cultures.  

Beginning with their initial enrollment, we assign each family to a primary caregiver to ensure 

that children and families receive individualized attention. Primary caregivers play special roles 

and are responsible for children’s prime times: those critical one-to-one moments of caring, play, 

education, nurturing, and communication.  

The World uses developmentally-appropriate practices in 

an “emergent curriculum” approach to frame children’s 

daily experiences. This approach entails creating 

learning experiences based on parents’ and teachers’ 

observations of children’s interests, skills, and 

understandings—not based on a set plan of teacher-

derived assumptions or themes. With knowledge gained 

from our comprehensive training programs and an 

extensive library of resources, Bright Horizons’ teachers 

guide the children’s experiences through projects and 

activities that correspond with children’s developmental 

abilities and their expressed interests. In this way, our 

curriculum emerges from the children. With a strong 

emphasis on the development of language, math, and 

science skills, The World incorporates the key content 

areas that contribute to children’s readiness for school 

and academic success—across all age groups: Language 

Works, Math Counts, Science Rocks, Our World, Art 

Smart, and Well Aware.  

The first few years of life are an extraordinary time that 

set the stage for the all the years that follow. The World 

creates the framework for the following developmentally 

appropriate educational program environments to empower children to see the world as an 

invitation to learn, to grow, and to live fully—to see a world full of possibilities that are within 

their reach. 

With our child development professionals by their sides, children at Bright Horizons are 

assured of getting the care that they need, the creative learning experiences they enjoy, and 

the intellectually challenging opportunities they deserve. 

Bright Horizons invites interested parties from Nevele to review our curriculum online at 

www.brighthorizons.com/education. This website is designed specifically to help provide parents 

with an understanding of The World curriculum. Nevele may also wish to visit the website of one 

of our clients, Discovery Communications. The site contains a video that features Discovery 

Kids Place, a center we developed and manage at Discovery’s headquarters in Silver Spring, 

Maryland. Discovery Kids Place is dedicated to the late Steve Irwin, the “Crocodile Hunter.” 

The educational program and the facility’s characteristic feature enhancements that emphasize 

science, promote an appreciation and respect for nature, and facilitate children and families 

Figure 4: Based on established research 

and theory in child development and 

education, The World at Their Fingertips 

continuously evolves, reflecting new 

research and best practices in the field of 

early education, along with our close 

relationship to NAEYC. 

http://www.brighthorizons.com/education
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understanding of the importance of conservation. Viewing this video will enable Nevele to see in 

action the client-specific customization we use in our educational approach and our 

environments:  

http://careers.discovery.com/north-america/work-life/discovery-kids-place.html 

Today’s parents share high expectations for early achievement—they want to ensure their 

children are ready for school.  

Preparing students for success in Kindergarten and throughout their educational careers is an 

important goal for any early childhood education program. Bright Horizons regularly conducts 

systematic studies to assess children’s preparedness for entering elementary school as perceived 

by the children’s parents and elementary school teachers. To our knowledge, we are the only 

child care organization who has engaged independent, third-party measurement of the success of 

our program in this area. Findings from our most recent study completed in 2010 

overwhelmingly indicate that both parents and teachers believe that Bright Horizons graduates 

possess the academic and social skills, learning behaviors, and enthusiasm for learning that is 

needed for success in school.  

Perspectives on Bright Horizons’ Preparation of Children for School 
Evaluated Factors Teachers Parents 
Bright Horizons graduates met or exceeded their expectations for 

school readiness. 
93% 97% 

Bright Horizons graduates enter elementary school with a strong 

enthusiasm for learning. 
90% 99% 

Bright Horizons graduates were well prepared with the reading and 

math skills needed for academic success. 
90% 90% 

The complete study can be found at http://www.brighthorizons.com/resources/pdf/school_readiness_study.pdf. 

Individualized observations and assessments guide parent/teacher/child goal setting and facilitate 

discussions of enhancements to support children’s growth and development. Parents and teachers 

monitor and evaluate a child’s development using the following tools:  

 Observations of children

 Goals and objectives for children

 Bright Learner and Teaching Strategies GOLD™ development reports; artifacts of children’s

experiences, such as collections of their work, recorded conversations or audio samples,

dictations, photos, video samples, and other mementos

Teachers create online World portfolios for each child that serve as records of that child’s 

experiences and achievements, and capture the observations and insights of parents and staff. 

These collections provide visible documentation of learning and the next steps for their 

continued development. At Bright Horizons, we regard "How smart is this child?" as less 

important than "How is THIS child smart?" World portfolios help teachers and families focus on 

children’s strengths to answer this question, as well as, “How do we as parents and teachers 

support his/her development?” Our teachers are mentors who plan and adapt intentional learning 

experiences for children based on a specific group of students and their individual child 

development needs. 

http://careers.discovery.com/north-america/work-life/discovery-kids-place.html
http://www.brighthorizons.com/resources/pdf/school_readiness_study.pdf
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We are extremely proud of our ability to sustain 

a 98%% parent satisfaction rating again in 

2013—as we have for each year throughout the 

last decade. In this year’s survey, parents ranked 

the safety, cleanliness, and sense of feeling 

welcome in our centers among the highest areas. 

Our talented, caring teachers also continued to 

rate highly for their support and skill—

demonstrating the critical role our center staff 

hold in providing high quality care and 

education. 

PARENT PARTNERSHIPS 

Parents play a critical role in Bright Horizons’ 

overall approach and are valued as full 

partners in every aspect of our service 

delivery model. We maintain an open-door 

policy for parents to visit our center any time 

– whether for a quick visit during their lunch

hour or to attend a special classroom event for 

their child. We invest significant time in 

building relationships, and energy into 

promoting positive interactions and open 

communications that reflect honesty, 

openness, and respect. Many of our centers 

have active family partnership groups that allow parents further involvement opportunities. 

Our staff members are encouraged to view each interaction with a parent as an opportunity to 

establish and maintain a strong partnership—from conversations during morning arrivals or 

evening departures, to regular written communications and documentation (daily notes), to 

parent-teacher conferences.  

Teachers are trained to listen closely and identify issues, and empowered to take action to resolve 

them. Bright Horizons has developed a comprehensive approach to developing and sustaining 

our partnerships with families, called 10 Steps to Full Parent Partnership, which are 

incorporated into every center we manage This training ensures that parents are valued as joint 

decision-makers and treasured customers and that each family has a positive experience at the 

center. Key elements include:  

 Family Intake: During the enrollment process, we conduct family intakes that enable our

center managers to gather details of families’ values and expectations and provide

information. Intakes include a “No Surprises” discussion of real world issues that families

may encounter such as teacher turnover, biting, etc.

 Primary Caregiver: Primary caregivers are assigned to each child, who play the role of

child and family advocate, communicator, monitor, evaluator of child and family experience,

caregiver, and teacher. Primary caregivers are parents’ first contacts when presenting

concerns or issues.

 Child Portfolio: The development of children’s portfolios begin on their first day and

continues throughout their experience at the center, providing documentation of their

journey, and goals defined collaboratively between the center and the individual family.

Parent-teacher collaboration on the development of the portfolio presents individualized

opportunities to raise and address issues related to children’s development.

 Six Week Questionnaire: At the end of their first six weeks enrolled in the center, families

receive Bright Horizons’ “Six-Week Questionnaire,” which solicits parents’ feelings about

their experience and any issues or concerns that may be present.
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 Family Partnership Group: One of the key features of the Family Partnership Group is that

it systematically solicits parent ideas, concerns, questions, and issues.

 Random Acts of Care and Kindness: Because we truly care about families using our

services, our center staff members call, write notes, email, or send cards to indicate our care

for the family (e.g., a call to a parent at home with a sick child). These connections enable

closer relationships to evolve, which facilitate airing and resolving of issues when they first

arise.

 Family Conference: Bright Horizons conducts conferences that focus on the experiences of

the child, parent, and family the program and children’s individual accomplishments. In

conjunction with our standing invitations for informal conferences, formal conferences are

held at least twice each year.

 Classroom Exit Questionnaire: When children transition to a new classroom (age up into

the next age group), families are provided with an “Exit Questionnaire” to request feedback

about their experiences.

 Parent Satisfaction Survey: As a formalized method for assessing our abilities to meet their

individual needs, annual surveys are conducted of parents as a group.

In practice, meeting families’ needs requires the continual exchange of information and a 

commitment to open, honest communications between our center employees and the families we 

serve. Parents appreciate our attention to detail and the extra efforts our center staff members 

take to ensure their needs are being met. 
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Why New Employees Have Chosen Bright 

Horizons Over Our Competitors 

 Great benefits and salaries

 Potential for growth

 Great support systems for employees

 State-of-the-art facilities

 Low teacher-to-child ratios

 Training programs

 Tuition reimbursement

 eCDA program

 Company culture

 Dedication to community involvement

 Only child care organization named to

FORTUNE's list of "100 Best Companies

to Work For"

CENTER STAFFING 

Bright Horizons is made up of thousands of 

talented individuals who collectively bring their 

creativity, expertise, and passion to work each 

day. We recognize our employees as the critical 

link in the success of our centers. Our staff 

members are treated as professionals—with 

individual strengths and needs—who perform 

important and challenging jobs.  

When recruiting and selecting staff members, 

we rely on a range of profiles, in conjunction 

with state regulations and NAEYC guidelines, 

that help us identify diverse, well-qualified 

candidates who demonstrate the commitment 

and qualities that help us fulfill our vision and 

mission. Our recruiting department continually 

accepts and screens résumés to find potential 

candidates for center management and teaching 

positions. Other recruitment activities include: 

 An assigned recruitment coordinator to assist

in recruitment

 Posting job openings in our centers and company newsletter, and accepting applications via

our public website

 Contacting regional professional child care organizations and advertising in local

professional newsletters, newspapers and websites

 Sending announcements to area universities and early childhood education departments, and

participating in local recruiting fairs and industry events

 Hosting recruiting open house events

 Consistently keeping well-qualified, past candidates “warm” by staying in touch and

maintaining relationships on an on-going basis

 Opening on-site training workshops to the surrounding early childhood community, which

provides an opportunity for local educators to discover who we truly are and highlights our

commitment to professional development

Bright Horizons’ screening processes comply with all state, local, and federal regulatory 

requirements.  

In addition, a number of the centers we manage also incorporate elements of our clients’ 

screening procedures, such as pre-employment fingerprinting and drug testing. All applicants are 

required to submit résumés or applications that include work history, education history (and 

verification), and at least three references. Bright Horizons conducts thorough candidate 

screenings prior to employment offers, which include extensive interviewing techniques, in-
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classroom observations, and pre-employment health exams. As a condition of employment for all 

new hires in the U.S. and Canada, criminal background investigations are also included, which 

are comprised of a seven-year county criminal record search and a cross-reference check to 

determine prior convictions or other records of criminal activity that would call into question 

employees’ suitability to care for children or to perform their roles within Bright Horizons.  

Bright Horizons’ approach to staffing reflects the well-established research finding that a 

combination of professional qualifications and positive experiences result in improved 

development and learning outcomes for children.  

While state child care licensing requirements outline the minimal educational and background 

requirements for center staff, Bright Horizons also incorporates NAEYC guidelines and a range 

of profiles that we have developed to help us select employees. Our profiles help us identify 

diverse, well-qualified candidates who demonstrate the commitment and qualities that help us 

fulfill our vision and mission. Each Bright Horizons-managed center uses staffing patterns that 

draw on the skills and knowledge of people with varying degrees of education and experience.  

Bright Horizons requires our center employees to have a combination of in-depth preparation in 

early childhood education and hands-on experience working with young children. At a 

minimum, our programs are staffed by individuals who meet minimal age requirements and have 

the appropriate training credentials and personal characteristics for working with children as 

outlined by NAEYC and/or required by child care licensing such as CPR and first aid training. 

Staff members who are responsible for the supervision of a group of children are required to 

have child development associate (CDA) credentials or associate degrees in early childhood 

education/child development. In addition to these qualifications, all Bright Horizons staff are 

required to participate in a minimum of 20 hours of related training each year, or more as 

required by specific state regulatory agencies.   

Bright Horizons takes many proactive steps to ensure that we maintain a competitive 

compensation package.  

Our human resources department conducts and participates in periodic industry surveys to ensure 

that we are able to attract and retain the best employees in our industry. Recent studies show that 

Bright Horizons center salaries are generally 15–20% higher than the industry averages, and our 

staff turnover rate is roughly half of the national average. 

Bright Horizons’ employees who work 30 hours or more per week receive a full benefits 

package; many of our benefits are also available to employees working 20 hours per week (i.e., 

Dependent Care Assistance Program accounts, 401K, back-up child care, etc.). All our 

employees, regardless of the number of hours they work, are eligible to receive worker’s 

compensation, extensive training programs, discounts that we have arranged with many 

businesses (e.g., fitness club memberships, homeowners/renters insurance, movie tickets, Real 

Estate Advantage Program, etc.).  

We invest deeply in our employees’ professional development.  

We ensure that we have the best people in the right position at the right time by developing our 

people and their capabilities and sustaining their employment with Bright Horizons. Our 
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operations leadership team works with our training department to develop annual regional- and 

center-based staff training plans that go well beyond typical industry practice.  

The key tool we use to support our approach is the Bright Horizons University (BHU), an online 

training system comprised of recorded workshops, training modules, a virtual library, and 

resource rooms for professional development. The system gives employees access to a 

continually growing catalog of online courses, including more than 460 courses that have been 

developed and/or selected specifically for Bright Horizons. Many of these are approved as 

continuing education units that can meet the 20+ hours of training required for our employees. 

Using the training resources available through BHU and the depth of human capital available to 

them, our operations leadership team coordinates with our training department to develop annual 

regional and center-based professional development plans. For the purpose of this document, we 

have provided a synopsis of the key training programs offered to Bright Horizons employees, but 

welcome further discussions of each training program with Nevele. 

Training 

New Employee Orientation: includes an introduction to Bright Horizons, CPR, first aid, 

manual handling training, and classroom observations 

Diversity Awareness Training: introduces Bright Horizons’ philosophy and commitment to 

building a culture of inclusion to allow us to better serve families, our client sponsors and create 

a great place to work 

Essentials: includes training regarding our guiding principles and assumptions, our health and 

safety practices, and curriculum 

Regional Orientation Program: provides an introduction to Bright Horizons culture, 

philosophies, mission, and values 

Child Development Associate (CDA): a self-paced program, enabling early childhood 

professionals to gain the knowledge and skills needed to provide high-quality services for 

children from birth to age 5 

Blended Orientation for New Directors: a program, designed specifically for new director 

that enables them to successful during their first six months in their new roles and beyond 

Ongoing training/annual in-service (internal and external training) to meet Bright 

Horizons established quality standards: CPR and first aid training; security measures and 

precautions (often coordinated through our employer-sponsors’ applicable departments); local 

community conferences and workshops; and university/college-affiliated classes 

In addition to these programs, Bright Horizons also offers: 

 Succession Planning Program: provides employee candidates with the opportunity to

broaden their skills and experience, with the intent of preparing them for future advancement

within the company

 Tuition reimbursement: a benefit utilized to enhance employee career development by

paying part of the costs for approved, work-related courses (excluding books, materials,

college fees, etc.) taken at an accredited college or university

 EdAssist: a benefit, developed and operated by Bright Horizons, that offers staff members

access to tuition reductions, waived fees, and other benefits at a broad range of institutions
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 Transfer opportunities: a multi-site organization with more than 860 locations, Bright

Horizons offers options to transfer to other programs and pursue positions of interest,

including international opportunities with our locations in Canada, the U.K, Ireland, and the

Netherlands

 Career resources: resources to encourage the professional growth of Bright Horizons

employees with information on a variety of topics including creating a professional presence,

resume development, and interviewing tips

Our comprehensive training programs and the wide range of career opportunities we offer 

translate into increased employee retention and satisfaction. High satisfaction and retention rates 

yield a greater continuity of service to the children and families we serve; in turn, this increases 

the value our programs create for our clients. 
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RISK MANAGEMENT AND QUALITY ASSURANCE 

Children’s safety is our first priority—it always has been and it always will be. Our approach to 

risk management begins with the high ethical standards for which we are known and our 

relentless commitment to honest assessments of our strengths and opportunities for 

improvement.  

We take many steps to protect children, the first of which is establishing a culture of shared 

responsibility and accountability—tenets that are woven into our company’s ethics code known 

as our HEART Principles. Our risk management program is best described as a three-part 

program that includes: education, prevention, and intervention. 

Education 
 Collaborating with our clients’ risk management and security departments

to develop detailed procedures for centers’ safety and security plans to meet

regulatory requirements and, where appropriate, coordinate with clients’

existing security systems and policies

 Mandating extensive risk management training for all our employees

regarding safety, health, and wellness procedures; recognition of the

symptoms of child abuse; CPR, first aid, and medication administration

 Requiring employees’ participation in our new hire training, along with

regular/ongoing re-trainings—all of which are documented

 Providing parents with orientation, education, and web resources related to

children’s security, including signing children in/out each day

 Distributing safety tips and strategies to staff and parents through

newsletters, emails, bulletin board announcements, and distribution of

relevant resources that emphasize safety, health, and wellness

Prevention 
 Adhering to all requirements and standards we jointly define with our

clients, and coordinating with their existing security policies

 Providing a level of supervision that minimizes the occurrence of accidents

and ensures children’s safety

 Monitoring and documenting adherence to guidelines established through

our We Care program, which reinforces basic health, safety, and risk

management procedures

 Conducting regularly scheduled and unannounced inspections of health,

safety, and emergency procedures and disinfection practices

 Requiring Bright Horizons’ staff members to continuously monitor the

physical environment for health and safety issues and security breaches

 Operating under an “emergency authorization policy,” where parents

designate at least two other persons who are authorized to pick up children

and for whom photo identification will be required

 Requiring signed letters from custodial parents prior to releasing children to
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non-custodial parents 

 Requiring parents, or their designees, to check their children in/out each day

 Holding teachers accountable for all children throughout the day and with

every transition (to/from playgrounds, walks and field trips, movement to

other spaces within the building, shift changes, etc.)

 Providing convenient access to comprehensive reference materials that

guide staff members’ daily activities through our company intranet

 Maintaining stringent standards for recruiting, hiring, and screening staff

 Empowering center risk management teams to ensure safety and address

issues as they arise

Intervention 
 Taking immediate action to remedy health/safety issues and security

breaches if deficiencies are noted

 Providing guidance, consultation, and intervention services of our risk

management and pediatric consultant teams for centers’ access

 Giving center directors immediate access to resources and help through our

24-hour hotline, including consultation with our senior leadership team

 Reporting suspicious events and activities to appropriate personnel (i.e.,

security, police, fire department)

 Monitoring of issues by our corporate risk department and providing staff

re-training as necessary

We believe that quality is demonstrated in how we perform, how we present ourselves, how we 

maintain our facilities, and how we rally together as a team to respond to new challenges.  

Bright Horizons uses a multifaceted approach involving several key metrics and practices to 

continually evaluate, monitor, and improve our programs and services. While monitoring the 

utilization of our services provides one of the most definitive measurements of families’ 

perceptions of our quality, we also incorporate evaluative tools to help us gather specific data. 

Some of these tools have been developed by Bright Horizons’ experts, while others—such as 

those employed in the accreditation process or states’ quality rating systems—are selected to 

provide measurements of the quality we provide. 

Bright Horizons leads the child care industry in delivering comprehensive, cost-effective client 

solutions.  

As with all other aspects of our services, our commitment to providing the highest quality child 

care, combined with our collective knowledge, determination and years of experience are key 

concepts in our insurance and risk management programs.  

We seek partnerships with insurance providers to maintain state-of-the-art insurance protection 

against the uncertainties of exposure. This protection includes a full spectrum of insurance 

coverage that meets and/or exceeds the requirements set forth by our client partners. Included in 

this coverage are:  
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 Commercial General Liability Insurance: Bright Horizons insurance is written on an

“occurrence” basis as opposed to a “claims-made” policy, including coverage for operations,

independent contractors, contractual liability, and sexual abuse. “Occurrence-based” policies

provide coverage during the policy period, regardless of when the claim is made—even ten,

fifteen, or twenty years later. A “claims-made” policy requires that a person making a claim

must do so during the term of the policy in order for the insurance company to take

responsibility for the claim.

 Business Auto Liability Insurance: Our policy includes owned, non-owned, and hired

vehicles.

 Workers’ Compensation Insurance: Bright Horizons provides statutory amounts and

Employer’s Liability Insurance.

 Excess Liability Insurance: Bright Horizons carries Excess Liability coverage of $50,000,000

in excess of our basic General Liability, Employer’s Liability, and Auto Liability limits. A

Certificate of Insurance and Contract will provide that at least $20,000,000 of umbrella

coverage will be carried at all times.

 Other Insurance Coverage: Bright Horizons maintains Employment Practices Liability

Coverage, Kidnap and Ransom Coverage, Crime Coverage for Employee Dishonesty and

money and securities, and a No Fault Student Accident Coverage, which provides coverage

up to $250,000 per accident in excess of what the parent’s primary insurance pays.

As an additional protection, we will fully indemnify Nevele in our contract for all of our actions. 

Bright Horizons’ operations teams have developed a strong working knowledge of the 

licensing processes in each of the states in which we operate.  

All Bright Horizons’ centers are appropriately licensed by the licensing agency in the state in 

which they operate, in addition to following quality assurance standards, such as those outlined 

by NAEYC. We have successfully obtained and maintained licenses for 30 centers within New 

York, which demonstrates our ability to leverage the appropriate resources and expertise to 

ensure licensing and operation of the Nevele Resort Casino and Spa Child Care Center in 

accordance with child care laws and regulations.  

While child care licensing agencies typically set forth minimum 

requirements for the operation of centers, Bright Horizons has 

opted to use the accreditation standards recommended by NAEYC 

to enhance our operational approach. These standards are generally 

more stringent than many state requirements and cover a wide 

range of quantitative and qualitative factors—and give us higher 

performance measures to meet. From the development of our first 

work-site center in 1986, the guidelines set forth by NAEYC have 

served as the baseline standards for every center we manage. We 

are very proud of the 388 centers we operate that have already 

achieved this distinction—proportionately more centers than any other multi-site child care 

provider network. For those centers that are not yet accredited, we are steadfastly fulfilling the 

eligibility and candidacy requirements in the path to accreditation.  

Figure 5: Within the U.S., NAEYC 

accreditation is the most highly 

regarded standard of quality—an 

honor awarded to less than 10% of 

all child care programs. 
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CLIENT RELATIONSHIP 

Bright Horizons’ 99% client retention and our 98% client satisfaction survey results 

resoundingly demonstrate our ability to meet or exceed our partners’ service expectations. 

Because our core business has always been employer-sponsored child care solutions, we focus 

on establishing and maintaining a strong rapport with our clients. We work to develop a deep 

knowledge of our clients’ businesses, organizational needs and cultures, industry dynamics, and 

market conditions. This understanding ensures that we can remain nimble, responsive, and 

strategic in our partnership approach. 

Our center support structure is designed to enable Nevele leadership and managers to determine 

their ideal depth of involvement, and to provide extensive support to the center and the center’s 

leadership team. 

Bright Horizons will collaborate with Nevele to develop protocols, quality standards, and 

policies in partnership with Nevele’s liaison. We take responsibility for the day-to-day 

management of the child care center using our resources in a careful, cost-efficient manner, 

while maintaining the quality standards and policies we have jointly defined with Nevele.  

Bright Horizons’ mechanisms for accountability and quality control provide a constant flow of 

information to Nevele’s liaison regarding the center’s operations. In addition, clear 

communication between Bright Horizons, staff, center families, and Nevele’s liaison provides 

ongoing evaluation, enabling the identification of necessary modifications to any policies or 

services that best meet the needs of Nevele.  

Bright Horizons uses a multifaceted approach involving several key metrics and practices to 

continually evaluate, monitor, and improve our programs and services. While monitoring the 

utilization of our services provides one of the most definitive measurements of families’ 

perceptions of our quality, we also incorporate the use of evaluative tools to help us gather 

specific data. Some of these tools have been developed by Bright Horizons’ experts, while 

others—such as those employed in the accreditation process or state child care licensing 

agencies’ quality rating systems—are selected to provide measurements of the quality we 

provide. Examples of how we create strong client partnerships include: 

 Annual client surveys

 Quarterly meetings

 Customized reports

 Regularly scheduled and unscheduled on-site visits by regional managers and Bright

Horizons’ senior leaders

 Regular inspections and reviews using our proprietary Quality Assurance Audit (QAA)
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FINANCIALS 

Bright Horizons has performed a cursory market analysis of the Ellenville, NY area initially in 

order to identify the quantity of qualified care in the area and create preliminary center models. 

Employer-sponsored child care significantly differs from the traditional community-based child 

care model. The key distinctions between Bright Horizons-managed and community-based 

centers are:  

 Interdependency among parents, the provider, and the employer-sponsor does not exist

among community centers. This adds complexity, raises expectations regarding the

provider’s performance and services, and has important implications regarding program

success. Successful employer-sponsored programs support the organizational goals of the

sponsoring company and the needs of its employees, community-based centers naturally

have greater financial implications to consider. As such, community programs are usually

designed to meet minimum state licensing requirements with less rich teacher wages and

benefits. Program quality is often a predictable casualty of this approach.

 Often, community-based child care programs collapse under the weight of their own cost

structures. Community-based centers are burdened by significant real estate and

“occupancy” costs. Employer-sponsored centers often experience an absence of these

structural costs which allows a financial platform to deliver high quality programming at

the classroom level and operational practices, such as offering ratios in line with NAEYC

standards (or better), and richer programs that do not require a host of additional fees for

program elements or enrichments. This enables programs to operate in a way that offers

more consistency and higher quality, and is responsive to working parents’ needs—all

within the context of broadly affordable parent fee structures.

 Community centers often allocate a much smaller fraction of overall capacity to infants

and toddlers. Some will choose not to offer care at all for these young age groups because

of the intensive child-to-staff ratios required. (Community centers allocate, on average,

70-80% of their program to their more cost-effective preschool programs, as opposed to

Bright Horizons’ employer-sponsored centers that target 50% of the child care program

to the infant and toddler age groups.) Employer-sponsored care targets the business

objectives like recruitment and retention. Allocating a higher proportion of infant and

toddler care makes a significant difference for top talent employees who are weighing

their options for returning to work following parental or adoption leaves of absence. The

“right” amount of infant/toddler care allows employee parents to have the opportunity to

enroll as infants and stay with the center (and thus their employers) as their children age

up through the 0-6 years program.

 Carefully structured employer-sponsored centers serve as dynamic resources that evolve

to respond to the changing needs of their workforces. For example, an employer-

sponsored center has an ability to accommodate back-up care and/or a dedicated school

age program—programs atypical from community-based centers as they often require

additional funding, space, specific facility elements, and special training.

 Community-based child care centers are generally focused on the provider’s interests and

goals, rather than those of children and their working parents—or the challenges and
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opportunities of employers. Employer-sponsored centers are customized to the needs of 

the sponsoring organization’s culture, environment, and business practices. Examples of 

customization include catered meals, additional enrichment activities, facility design, 

hours of operation, and more technology in the classrooms.  

By selecting Bright Horizons, Nevele can look forward to achieving the organization’s goals 

through parameters that are mutually defined by both of our respective organizations, instead of 

a “cookie cutter” approach. Because employer-sponsored child care initiatives are most effective 

when they are a part of an organization-wide employee engagement strategy, we will draw from 

our diverse experiences in the field of work/life management to help Nevele define and enrich its 

child care initiatives within the context of the organization’s overall employee engagement and 

work/life strategy. This approach ensures that Nevele’s child care goals will be in alignment with 

the organization’s short and long-term plans. 
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BRIGHT HORIZONS 

Bright Horizons has a vibrant history that has 

always been focused on developing and 

managing employer-sponsored dependent care 

programs and work/life solutions.  

Founded 28 years ago, Bright Horizons is 

recognized as the pioneer of employer-

sponsored child care services.  

Bright Horizons was founded in 1986 by the 

husband and wife team of Roger Brown and 

Linda Mason, whose mission was to provide 

innovative programs that help children, 

families, and employers work together to be 

their very best. They communicated the 

mission, vision, and values of the start-up 

company so effectively that clients and the best 

and brightest talent in the field of early 

childhood education partnered with the 

company. Early in our history, Bright Horizons 

focused extensively on the field of employer-

sponsored child care. Our practical experience 

with employer-sponsored child care and our 

ongoing research into work/life issues enabled 

us to develop a unique approach. 

Bright Horizons has a clear understanding of 

the issues affecting child care quality and a 

philosophical commitment to meeting the 

needs of children and families in a 

supportive, positive manner. 

Our philosophy of employer-sponsored child care is founded on the following principles: 

 Bright Horizons’ vision of employer-sponsored child care differs from others’. We go far

beyond a “family friendly” approach to create a new paradigm with the breadth to touch even

the employees who do not use the center. With more varied services than ever before, our

centers help employees balance their work and personal lives while strengthening our

partnerships with parents.

 A Bright Horizons-managed center is not a “fixed” package of components and services, but

one that evolves over time in response to changing workplace needs. Bright Horizons works

closely with our clients to identify and respond to the changing needs of their workforce, a

component our competitors do not build into their projects.

 While active involvement of representatives of the employer-sponsor is beneficial, our

partnerships are designed so that the sponsoring organization can maintain the degree of

Bright Horizons’ Company Profile 

Headquarters: 

Watertown, Massachusetts 

Locations: 

 622 centers in the U.S.

 45 centers in New York; 7 in development

Mission:  

Provide innovative solutions that help children, 

families, employees, and employers work 

together to be their very best, while making a 

difference in the lives of those we serve 

Capabilities: 

 High-quality, employer-sponsored child and

dependent care services

 Flexible, customized business models to meet

employers’ needs

 Single source accountability for a full range

of dependent care support services

Details: 

 Founded in 1986

 Recognized as an employer of choice

 Selected by The Partnership for a Healthier

America and First Lady Michelle Obama to

be the first private child care company to

serve as a national model for promoting

children’s health and wellness
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control it desires without the day-to-day operational and budgeting responsibility. This gives 

our employer-partners flexibility and enables them to focus on their core businesses.  

 Bright Horizons takes great care to customize each program to ensure that the services we

provide continually meet the needs of the employees, the cultures of their sponsoring

organizations, and the business objectives of our clients. Our respect for the individuality of

children, families, and our own employees extends to our perceptions of the centers we

operate. Our goal is to encourage each center to have their own identities and celebrate their

own cultures and traditions—while following the quality standards we establish in

partnership with our clients.

We are able to ensure that policy decisions will reflect Bright Horizons’ expertise, Nevele’s 

objectives, and the best interests of children, families, and staff.  

Bright Horizons is the partner of choice for more than 850 clients worldwide. 

While Bright Horizons partners with more than 850 clients around the world to provide high 

quality dependent care services, we also possess a level of industry-specific expertise that is 

unequaled in our field—experience that will be especially beneficial to Nevele. This experience 

has given us a unique understanding of the dynamics, challenges, and opportunities that shape 

the industry and are similar to those experienced by Nevele. Some clients include Carnival 

Cruise Lines, Princess Cruises, Starwood Hotels and Resorts Worldwide, Station Casinos, and 

The Breakers-Palm Beach.  

In addition to our industry experience, we are also the partner of choice for approximately 200 

leading employers in New York. Some of our clients in New York include: 21
st
 Century FOX,

American Eagle Outfitters, Associated Press, Colgate Palmolive, and MasterCard. 

Other key experiences we bring to our proposed partnership are highlighted in the following 

table: 

Key Operating Experiences Benefitting Nevele 

Total number of clients—worldwide 850+ 

Total number of clients—New York 199 

Total number of child care centers—U.S. 642 

Total number of child care centers—New York 45; 7 in development 




